Abstract: Stochastic systems in biology often exhibit substantial variability within and between cells. This variability, as well as having dramatic functional consequences, provides information about the underlying details of the system's behavior. It is often desirable to infer properties of the parameters governing such systems given experimental observations of the mean and variance of observed quantities. In some circumstances, analytic forms for the likelihood of these observations allow very efficient inference: we present these forms and demonstrate their usage. When likelihood functions are unavailable or difficult to calculate, we show that an implementation of approximate Bayesian computation (ABC) is a powerful tool for parametric inference in these systems. However, the calculations required to apply ABC to these systems can also be computationally expensive, relying on repeated stochastic simulations. We propose an ABC approach that cheaply eliminates unimportant regions of parameter space, by addressing computationally simple mean behavior before explicitly simulating the more computationally demanding variance behavior. We show that this approach leads to a substantial increase in speed when applied to synthetic and experimental datasets.
Introduction
Random processes and variability in cellular biology have been the focus of much recent study, with increasing evidence that variability in biological quantities within and between cells influences life on a remarkable number of levels. Examples include within-and between-cell noise in gene expression (Elowitz et al., 2002; Blake et al., 2003; Raser and O'Shea, 2004; Kaern et al., 2005; Paulsson, 2005; Rausenberger and Kollmann, 2008) , variability between cells in organelle and energetic content (das Neves et al., 2010; Johnston et al., 2012) , stem cell fate decisions (Chang et al., 2008; Graf and Stadtfeld, 2008; Enver et al., 2009) , bacterial strategies (Kussell et al., 2005) and growth and drug response of cancer cells (Brock et al., 2009; Spencer et al., 2009 ). In addition to this physiological importance, variability in biological measurements represents an often unexplored source of information about underlying biological mechanisms, as magnitudes of variance measurements allow more powerful inference of the parameters governing the emergence of variability in stochastic biological systems.
Deduction of quantitative descriptions of such systems falls within the field of parametric inference (Wilkinson, 2012) . In a typical inference problem, a model of the system is constructed and parameterized with some trial parameter values, possibly drawn from some prior probability distribution. If analytic solutions for the model's behavior are unavailable, as is usually the case with all but the simplest biological systems, the model is then simulated and its behavior is compared to data from biological experiments.
However, simulation of stochastic models [usually through the Gillespie algorithm (Gillespie, 1977) or variants] is often computationally expensive, requiring many calculations to adequately characterize the model's behavior. It is therefore desirable to minimize the number of stochastic simulations required to perform parametric inference for noisy biological systems.
In this study, we consider biological systems where the available experimental measurements are statistics of a population of individuals -for example, the mean and variance of some property across a number of cells -rather than focussing on individual measurements (Wilkinson, 2012) . We first discuss situations in which analytic expressions for the expected values and variances of these statistics allows very fast parametric inference. Cases in which analytic solutions are unavailable are then considered, using approximate Bayesian computation (ABC), a means of performing parametric inference without computing explicit likelihoods (Beaumont et al., 2002; Toni et al., 2009; Marin et al., 2012; Sunnåker et al., 2013) . A modification to this protocol is introduced, dramatically speeding up such inferential tasks by decreasing the number of required stochastic simulations. We illustrate the use of all these approaches with a theoretical case study, and the use of the proposed ABC implementation by analyzing experimental data on gene expression after transcription induction.
Analytic likelihoods associated with measurements of mean and variance
In the work below, we will assume that experimental measurements exist of the mean and variance of some quantity of biological interest. The existence of an appropriate stochastic model to describe the system is also assumed. We will begin by considering the likelihood associated with a particular model parameterization given measurements of m, the mean of n experimental realizations all measured at the same time (or other coordinate) t, and of the variance v of these n quantities. For example, we may imagine having a system of n cells, and at some time t measurements of RNA transcript number are taken in each of these cells. If we label each individual cell measurement x i , where i labels the corresponding cell, then the mean transcript number over these n measurements would then constitute our measured sample mean 
∑
In general, measurements at many time points t may be taken, so that we develop time series for sample statistics m and v.
An underlying model for such a system will be represented with the form x(t, θ) = M(t, θ)+η(θ), so that each individual quantity x depends on a model function M of an ordinate t and parameterization θ, and includes additive noise η(θ). We will assume that noise is uncorrelated and has zero mean.
If several conditions are met, analytic expressions may be obtained for the likelihoods associated with a dataset of sampled m and v statistics. In the below, we assume that the n samples contributing to each recorded statistic are drawn from an underlying Normal distribution with known variance σ 2 : that is, η is uncorrelated and Normally distributed. We also require that this number of samples n is known. Then (and generally), the expected value of the sample mean m, under our model, is E(m) = μ = M(t, θ), the deterministic model term, as the expected sum of samples from the noise term is zero. Since, in this case, the distribution of the sampled mean can be assumed to be Normal, the variance of this estimate is then V(m) = σ 2 /n. Overall, the log-likelihood associated with an observed sample mean m is:
As we assume that the n individual measurements are normally distributed, the sample variance follows a scaled χ 2 distribution [see, for example, Proposition 2.11 in (Knight, 2000) ]: specifically,
( 1) / .
The expected sample variance is thus E(v) = σ 2 , and the variance of the sample variance is
the underlying χ 2 distribution, the log-likelihood associated with a variance measurement v is:
The sum of the log-likelihoods in Equations 1 and 2 then gives the overall log-likelihood associated with the observed m and v statistics. In general, μ and σ 2 are functions of time: the log-likelihood associated with a time series of recorded m and v statistics is then the sum of Equations 1 and 2 computed at each timepoint for which measurements exist.
ABC, MCMC, and comparing data to simulation
In cases where details of the measurement protocol are absent, or the measurements cannot be assumed to come from an underlying Normal distribution, the likelihood function associated with measurements of sample statistics is likely to be intractable. In these cases, we propose employment of the protocol of approximate Bayesian computation (ABC) (Beaumont et al., 2002; Toni et al., 2009; Marin et al., 2012; Sunnåker et al., 2013) . ABC avoids explicit computation of likelihoods by employing a simpler comparison between data and simulation, the posteriors from which converge, in the limit of strict comparison between data and simulation, on the true posteriors. It should be noted, however, that the absence of explicit likelihoods does not come without costs in accuracy (Sunnåker et al., 2013) .
In basic implementations, the comparison measure used in ABC takes the form of a distance measure between simulated data D′(θ) and observed data D (for example, the Euclidean distance between the datasets), where we have explicitly written the simulated data as a function of a trial parameterization θ. In situations with larger or complicated datasets, statistics are used to summarize the data, and the distance between simulated and observed summary statistics S(D′(θ)) and S(D) are used. If the distance between the data (or summary) from observation and that from simulation is zero, or below a certain threshold e, the parameters θ from that simulation are recorded as a sample from the posterior. In this way we build up a posterior distribution on θ labeled by the threshold e employed: P ABC (θ|ρ(D′ (θ), D) ≤ e). As the acceptance threshold e is decreased (forcing a stricter agreement with the data), this computed posterior converges on the true posterior:
We are left with the problem of choosing a suitable distance metric with which to compare our model to our observed data. Given that D = {t i , m i , v i } are the observed data and D′(θ) = {μ(t|θ), σ 2 (t|θ)} are the simulated mean and variance trajectories, we propose the following distance function:
where μ(t i |θ), σ 2 (t i |θ) are respectively the mean and variance measurements at time t i from the simulated dataset D′(θ). This simulated dataset should be obtained by performing n repeats of the required stochastic simulation, where n is the number of individual elements that gave rise to the corresponding experimental measurement (for example, individual cells). Overall, we therefore have the sum of squared differences between the predicted and observed mean and variance, taken in logarithmic space to facilitate a comparison of the multiplicative rather than additive differences (and thus allow a comparison across the potentially dif-ferent magnitudes of means and variances). If a particular measurement has an associated mean but not a variance measurement (or, pathologically, vice versa) , the missing value is ignored. Minimizing this distance is then equivalent to performing least-squares regression in logarithmic space for the trajectories of mean and variance behavior of our system. This distance measure thus includes all available information about the means and variances observed in the data and compares them multiplicatively to the means and variances predicted in the model, comparing mean and variance data with equal weighting. We note that in situations where the contribution from the set of either mean or variance measurements is known to always produce a higher distance than measurements from the other set, this weighting could be changed to allow more efficient exploration of potential model parameterizations (see Discussion).
We now consider how to implement this approach to perform Bayesian inference. We begin with a prior distribution π(θ) over parameters θ and wish to obtain a posterior distribution over these parameters. A basic ABC rejection algorithm simply samples trial parameterizations from the prior distribution, accepting these as posterior samples if their distance (computed via stochastic simulation) from the observed data falls below e. A framework that has been shown to be more efficient involves embedding the ABC process in a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) framework (Marjoram et al., 2003) . Here, rather than randomly sampling trial parameterizations from the prior distribution, a small perturbation is made to the previous trial parameterization to yield a new trial, ensuring that regions of parameter space which have previously yielded accepted parameterizations are explored preferentially. There exists a great range of possible perturbation protocols: we will represent a perturbation kernel as q(θ→θ′), the probability of proposing new parameterization θ′ given existing parameterization θ. In the work below, we will generally employ a Gaussian perturbation kernel on model parameters, with variance chosen to yield an acceptance rate of around 50% (see below).
This MCMC approach requires an initialization step -that is, identifying the first parameterization in the chain -which can be implemented using random sampling from the prior or an optimization approach to find a suitable start point. We can use this framework and our distance measure in an ABC algorithm as detailed below.
Algorithm 1 -ABC MCMC for mean and variance measurements 1. Choose a rejection threshold e 2. Do (initialization) (a) Pick (depending on desired search method) a new random parameterization θ′ from prior (b) Perform stochastic simulation n times to compute ρ = ρ(D′(θ′), D) (Eqn. 4) 3. while ρ > e 4. θ = θ′ 5. Do (sampling) (a) Apply a perturbation to θ according to a transition kernel q(θ′→θ) to obtain a new parameterization θ′ (b) Perform stochastic simulation n times to compute ρ = ρ(D′(θ′), D) (c) If ρ ≤ e then set θ = θ′ with probability
while (termination condition not met)
In the initialization step, new parameterizations may be picked simply according to the prior distribution, or using simulated annealing or other heuristic search methods to increase the efficiency of the search for a suitable initial parameterization. The sampling part of Algorithm 1 follows the form of Algorithm F with alteration F3' from (Marjoram et al., 2003) . We note that if uniform priors are used and the transition kernel q is symmetric, the ratio in the acceptance probability for parameterizations with ρ ≤ e is simply unity.
Mean-first ABC: an efficient two-step ABC algorithm
In applications of MCMC in parametric inference, a heuristic approach to ensure a combination of an adequate search of parameter space and a reasonable number of samples from a posterior distribution is that approximately 50% of proposed parameterizations should be accepted. If this heuristic is employed for a complicated stochastic system, then, without algorithmic refinements, half of the stochastic simulations performed will not contribute to final samples from the posterior distribution. It is thus desirable to find a fast way of determining whether a given proposed parameterization is destined to be rejected.
In stochastic biological systems, it is often the case that the mean behavior of a system is calculable without explicit stochastic simulation. The mean behavior in these cases may be obtained analytically for simple systems or by numerically solving a set of ODEs for more complicated systems: both these approaches are generally computationally easier than performing an ensemble of stochastic simulations. Here we propose an algorithm that takes advantage of this easy calculability to avoid spending computational resources performing stochastic simulations in regions of parameter space that do not produce adequately comparable mean behavior, thus dramatically decreasing the required resources required to sample posterior distributions.
Assume we have mean data ℳ = {(t i , m i )} and variance data V = {(t i , v i )}. In the algorithm below, two types of computation are performed. The first employs an analytic function ˆ( | ) t µ θ for the expected value of a quantity at time t given parameters θ. We calculate
(log( ( | )) log( )) .
The second employs repeated stochastic simulations to characterize the mean μ and variance σ 2 of a quantity at time t. We then construct 2 datapoints ( ( ), ) (log( ( | )) log( ))
The computation of ˆm ρ is cheap; the computation of ρ m and ρ v is expensive, relying on repeated stochastic simulation. We can then take advantage of the fact that if ˆ> , m ρ e it is highly likely that ρ m +ρ v > e. In other words, if the discrepancy between the deterministic mean trajectory and experimental measurements exceeds a threshold, it is likely that the combination of discrepancies from the sample mean trajectory and the sample variance trajectory will exceed this threshold. This intuitive result can be shown to apply if mean measurements involve reasonable numbers of datapoints (so that the deterministic and sample means behave similarly) and if discrepancies related to mean trajectories are broadly similar or lower than those related to variance trajectories (see Appendix).
To implement this idea, we first compute ˆm ρ using Equation 5. If ˆ> , m ρ e we already know that this trial parameterization likely falls outside the ABC acceptance threshold, and can immediately reject this step. Only if ˆ< m ρ e do we perform the expensive stochastic simulation to determine ρ m and ρ v and thus check whether ρ m +ρ v < e. In this manner, we use a bound that is computationally cheap to calculate to exclude inappropriate regions of parameter space, in a process conceptually similar to techniques used in optimization of data mining protocols (Ding et al., 2008) . The algorithm implementing this approach follows below. 
(e) Record θ 6. while (termination condition not met)
Theoretical case study: a birth-death process
We first compare the techniques described above with a theoretical case study. Here, we consider a birthdeath process: that is, a system containing a number of elements x which may replicate (x→2x) and degrade (x→0) according to Poisson processes with rates λ and ν, respectively. This abstract model may be used, for example, to describe copy numbers of bacterial population, or subcellular entities (e.g., mitochondria or chloroplasts) which divide and degrade randomly.
To illustrate the application of the above approaches for parametric inference, we synthesize test data from the birth-death process with λ = 0.1, ν = 0.08, x 0 = 5. We use the Gillespie algorithm (Gillespie, 1977) to realize n = 100 stochastic trajectories of the model and record measurements of sample statistics at a randomly-chosen set of times. These measurements (illustrated in Figure 1 ) form the synthetic dataset used in this section.
We begin by noting that without measurements of the variance in this system, the absolute magnitudes of λ and ν cannot be determined: it is only their difference λ-ν that governs the mean behavior of the process 
(see Equation 9
). Considering observations of the variance, which also depends on the absolute values of these parameters (see Equation 10), parametric inference is more powerful.
Analytic approximation for likelihood
With this simple birth-death model, we can obtain exact results for all moments of the copy number distribution P(x, t) using a generating function analysis (Bailey, 1964) . We proceed quickly through this process by noting that the probability generating function ( , ) ( , )
for the birth-death process is well known [see, for example, Section 8.6 of Bailey (1964) 
and that we can use the standard relations E(x, t) = ∂G/∂z| z = 1 and
)-E(x, t)
2 to derive the following expressions for the moments of P(x, t):
;
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We then insert the values of μ and σ 2 from Equations 9 and 10 into Equations 1 and 2 to compute the exact likelihoods ℒ associated with each measurement of the mean and variance, assuming that the copy number distribution is Normal. This assumption is reasonable for copy number distributions with low probability at the limiting value of zero: however, as the spread of copy numbers increases with time in this model, the assumption may become less valid for later measurements, so the posteriors derived from this treatment should be regarded as an approximation to the true posteriors.
To facilitate a comparison with the ABC approach, we use MCMC to derive posteriors using these analytic likelihood expressions (see below). The posteriors derived with this approach give strong support to the true underlying parameters (see Figure 2 and Table 1 
ABC and mean-first ABC
As an alternative to computing explicit likelihoods, we now employ ABC with the summed-log-squares distance measure in Equation 4, using Algorithm 1 above. We now do not have to calculate explicit expressions for likelihood values. We also employ this paper's refinement to the ABC algorithm by using Algorithm 2.
Posteriors derived using these ABC approaches are presented in Figure 2 . Firstly, we see that the meanfirst ABC yields the same posterior structure (within sampling noise) as the bare ABC posterior, as expected, as the mean-first algorithm only rejects parameterizations guaranteed to be rejected by the bare algorithm (though this implementation could be modified; see Discussion). We also illustrate the effects of varying the acceptance threshold e: reducing e leads to convergence of the mean-first ABC-derived posterior to a form that both matches the ABC posterior with low e and resembles the posterior derived using the approximate analytic likelihood.
Computational implementation and speed comparison
The perturbation kernel in all these simulations was chosen to enforce an acceptance rate of around 50%. The initial parameterization in each case was λ = 0.2, ν = 0.19, x 0 = 10, a substantial distance away from the true parameterization, and we use uniform priors λ∼U(0, 0.5), ν∼U(0, 0.5), x 0 = U(0, 100) (continuous, continuous, and discrete, respectively). These priors were chosen to include a range far exceeding the parameter values for which reasonable support was expected, making no value more likely than any other within this wide range, and enforcing a non-negativity restriction on the parameters. Sampling in every case was performed using 5 × 10 6 MCMC steps (following the preliminary part of the algorithm for the ABC simulations), of which the first 10% consituted a "burn-in" period and the latter yielded posterior samples. The lowest e values for each approach yielded 100% posterior density on x 0 = 5, unsurprisingly as the synthetic data intuitively provide strong support for this parameter (see Figure 1) .
In this case study we find that the mean-first protocol allows us to reject around 40% of proposals at the lowest e value used without performing any Gillespie simulations, as the straightforwardly computable mean trajectories of these proposed parameterizations exceeded the acceptance threshold. This proportion corresponds to the mean-first protocol being responsible for around 70% of rejections.
In Table 1 , we compare the computational resources required using each of these approaches. The meanfirst ABC protocol leads to a substantial speedup in both the preliminary initialization and sampling phases ) between a posterior P from the given protocol and a posterior Q using (i) "Approximate likelihood" and (ii) "Bare ABC e = 0.1" protocols.
of the inference procedure, and thus represents the fastest tested approach for parametric inference without using analytic results for the likelihoods associated with sample statistics. To compare results from the different approaches, we record symmetrised Kullback-Leibler divergences between posteriors arising from using the analytic likelihood approximation, using bare ABC, and using mean-first ABC in Table 1 . We find no substantial differences in the posteriors derived from bare ABC and mean-first ABC, both of which agree with the approximate likelihood treatment, and conclude that mean-first ABC allows a substantial computational speedup without a pronounced loss in accuracy.
Experimental case study: transcription induction
We now demonstrate the mean-first ABC approach by using it to infer parameters in a model of an experimentally measured biological system. For this case study, we use data on RNA transcript numbers from the wellknown study on transcription rate by Golding et al. (2005) . In this study, transcription was induced across a population of ∼100 cells at time t = 0, and average RNA copy numbers were measured at several subsequent time points. This experiment was repeated n = 3 times, allowing a quantification of variance as well as mean copy number. As before, these observations of variance allow for more powerful inference, as the absolute values of parameters can be inferred as well as their difference.
In Golding et al. (2005) , the authors proposed a model to describe the behavior of this system: after induction, cells have a constant probability λ per unit time of producing a "burst" of RNA molecules, where burst size is geometrically distributed with average α (labeled n in the original paper: we use α to avoid confusion with previous nomenclature). Cells grow and divide with cell cycle length τ: at cell divisions, RNA molecules are binomially distributed between the two daughter cells. The population of cells is assumed to be unsynchronized, so at the start of the simulation, the time until the next cell division for any individual cell is a uniform random number on [0, τ] . We also include a term ν representing a rate at which RNA molecules may degrade. The original paper considers overall rates of RNA production (k 1 ) and loss (k 2 ): the relationships between these variables are k 1 = λα and k 2 = ν+ln2/τ.
The mean copy number dynamics is straightforwardly obtained by considering the ODE 1 2
.
We use stochastic simulation to estimate the variance associated with a given parameterization. To recapitulate the experimental setup, each stochastic trajectory in our simulation consists of the mean copy number trajectory over a population of 100 cells. We then perform an ensemble of n of these stochastic trajectories to compute the statistics of the population-averaged copy number time series. Figure 3 shows a set of example trajectories resulting from this simulation protocol. Figure 4 shows the posterior distributions that result from the mean-first ABC procedure with decreasing acceptance thresholds e. We use uniform priors of k 1 ∼U(0, 0.5)min -1 , k 2 ∼U(0, 0.5)min -1 , α∼U(0, 100) (continuous, continous, and discrete, respectively). τ was set to 50 min as used in the original paper. As before, these priors are chosen to represent a range far wider than expected supported values, to ensure an equal prior probability of all values in this range, and to enforce non-negative restrictions on parameter ranges. The posteriors on k 1 , k 2 , and α all exhibit density around the values chosen as representative in the original paper (k 1 = 0.14 min -1 , k 2 = (log(2)/50)min -1 , α = 4) but uncertainties in these quantities have now been rigorously ascertained: in particular, the distribution of α, the mean burst size, is rather skewed, suggesting that the experimental evidence supports the possibility of burst sizes at least twice as large as assumed in the original paper. The posteriors increasingly converge as acceptance threshold e is lowered. Recording the number of trial parameterizations rejected by the mean-first ABC algorithm over 10 experimental repeats showed that in this case study, the implementation reduced the required number of stochastic simulations, and thus the computational load of the inference process, by around 25%.
Discussion
We have discussed methods for efficiently inferring the governing parameters of stochastic biological systems where means and variances are observed, including analytic forms for the likelihood associated with sample statistics, and ABC MCMC implementations for this class of problems. A method was introduced for making ABC MCMC more efficient by avoiding simulation of unimportant regions of parameter space, using an upper bound of e on the straightforwardly calculable mean trajectory discrepancy. This method, when applied to synthetic and experimental data, reduced computational load by between 20% and 50%. The mean-first protocol is completely generalisable to other computational frameworks than MCMC: it could equally well be employed in a simple approach sampling uniformly from the prior distribution (in which case it would likely yield a much more pronounced speedup due to the likely large volume of parameter space yielding unsuit- (Golding et al., 2005) and modelled RNA copy number after transcription induction. Points show the subset of measurement data used in the case study; lines show example trajectories with e < 8 resulting from trial parameterizations in the ABC inference simulations. able trajectories), or in other approaches including sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) which has also successfully been coupled to ABC (Sisson et al., 2007) .
The algorithm we have presented here is conservative in its approach and only rejects parameterizations if the computed mean trajectory alone exceeds the threshold distance e. In specific problems it may be possible to make this bound stricter. As an example, consider a case where it is known from the structure of a model that ρ v > ρ m always. In this case, at least half of the total discrepancy ρ m +ρ v will come from the contribution of the variance trajectory. An adjusted mean-first rejection protocol could be thus considered based on comparing computed mean trajectories to a refined threshold distance ˆ< /2, m ρ e as parameterizations that fail this initial comparison will likely exhibit ρ m +ρ v > e, given the contribution of the larger variance term. In such a case, yet more efficient rejection of unsuitable parameterizations may be achieved by forcing a stricter acceptance bound.
In conclusion, we have presented analytic and computational methods to efficiently perform parametric inference in contexts where mean and variance measurements from a population are available. The ability to quantitatively include variability in biological inference is not only important due to the physiological consequences of such variability but also allows more powerful inference of the mechanistic parameters of the system in question. We show that the computational approach we propose leads to substantial speedups in inference with both synthetic and experimental datasets and discuss how it may be coupled to other computational frameworks to suit the required context.
